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Abstract. A brief review is given of the state of the art in the
research on the photosensitivity of ébres and photoinduced
ébre gratings. The most important properties of ébre gratings
are considered and the main methods of their production and
their applications are discussed. The photosensitive compositions of silica glasses are presented and methods for
increasing their photosensitivity are indicated.
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1. Introduction
The photorefractivity of a doped silica glass, i.e., the ability
to change its refractive index under the action of radiation
is being now actively studied and énds wide applications in
ébreoptic communication systems, ébre lasers, systems for
measuring various physical quantities, etc. Processes occurring in glasses exposed to radiation are often described in
the scientiéc literature by using a broader concept of
`photosensitivity', meaning that not only the refractive
index of the glass changes upon its irradiation but also a
number of its other material properties. A few thousands of
scientiéc papers have been already published in this éeld,
the International Conferences (Bragg Gratings, Photosensitivity, and Poling in Glass Fibres and Waveguides:
Applications and Fundamentals, BGPP) and Scientiéc
Schools for Young Scientists (Summer School on Photosensitivity in Optical Waveguides and Glasses, POWAG)
are being held, and topical journals [1] and monographs
[2, 3] have been published.
The formation of permanent gratings in ébres was érst
discovered in 1978 [4]. The authors of this paper coupled
radiation from a single-frequency argon laser into the core
of a germanosilicate ébre. Within a few minutes after the
beginning of irradiation, they observed strong reêection of
radiation caused by some modiécation of ébre properties.
The authors explained this effect by the appearance of a

standing wave in the ébre due to Fresnel reêection of light
from its opposite end. The refractive index of the ébre
changes in the maxima of this wave, resulting in the
formation of a grating reêecting radiation according to
the Bragg condition and amplifying it during irradiation. It
was shown later that a variation (increase) in the refractive
index induced by visible light is a two-photon process [5],
and the writing of ébre Bragg gratings (FBGs) by UV
radiation through the side surface of a germanosilicate ébre
was proposed in 1989; in this case, one-photon excitation
into the absorption band of a germanosilicate glass was used
[6]. It is the latter publication, which opened up the
possibility of changing the spectral parameters of gratings
within a broad range and demonstrated the real outlook for
practical applications of ébre gratings, that stimulated
active studies in the éeld of development of photoinduced
structures in ébres.
In this review, we describe the most important properties
and characteristics of the main types of photoinduced ébre
gratings, present the basic methods for ébre grating
production and radiation sources used for this purpose,
consider the photosensitive compositions of glasses and
photosensitivity types in germanosilicate ébres, and also
discuss the most important applications of FBGs.

2. The main types of ébre gratings
Fibre grating is a region of an optical ébre (as a rule, singlemode) with a periodic structure of the refractive index with
the period L induced in the ébre core, which has a certain
spatial distribution shown schematically in Fig. 1. As a rule,
the grating is produced in photosensitive core ( 1 ) of the
ébre, whereas the refractive index of silica cladding ( 2 )
remains unchanged. Such a structure has unique spectral
characteristics, which determine its wide applications in a
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Figure 1. Scheme of a ébre refractive-index grating: ( 1 ) photosensitive
ébre core; ( 2 ) silica cladding.
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variety of devices in ébre optics. For example, the most
important property of FBGs is narrowband reêection of
optical radiation with a relative spectral width of 10 6 and
smaller.
The advantages of photoinduced ébre gratings over
alternative reêectors (for example, interference mirrors
and bulky diffraction gratings) are obvious: these are a
variety of spectral and dispersion characteristics, many of
which can be obtained only in ébre gratings, all-ébre design,
low optical losses, a comparatively simple fabrication, etc.
An electromagnetic wave propagating along a ébre can
be represented as a combination of the guided and radiation
modes of the ébre. Guided modes are characterised by a set
of propagation constants bi , whereas radiation modes form
a continuum of b. In the absence of perturbations of the
wave éeld in the ébre, these modes propagate not interacting with each other.
The ébre grating structure is fabricated to provide the
required resonance interaction between the speciéed modes
of the ébre. Note that the theory of resonance interactions
on periodic structures is developed in detail, is widely used
in various éelds of physics and is applicable in most cases to
the description of the properties of ébre gratings. The
interaction of the ébre modes is usually described by the
theory of coupled modes [7], which assumes that only two
modes satisfy the phase-matching condition at a certain
wavelength and, therefore, can eféciently transfer energy to
each other. It is also assumed that the mode éelds in the
presence of a weak periodic perturbation remain invariable.
These conditions are fulélled in most cases considered
below.
Two modes interact on a homogeneous ébre grating, i.e.,
on the structure in which the refractive index periodically
changes with a constant period L if the phase-matching
condition
b2

b1 

2pN
L

(1)

is fulélled, where b1 and b2 are the propagation constants
of the modes under study; and N is an integer characterising the order in which the intermode interaction occurs.
The mode propagation constant is described by the relation
i
i
bi  2pneff
=l, where neff
is the effective refractive index of
the ith mode; and l is the wavelength in vacuum.
Consider the interaction of the fundamental HE11 (LP01)
mode of a ébre with other guided and radiation modes.
Figure 2 shows different types of the intermode coupling for
N  1 [8]. On the vertical axis the effective refractive index
of the ébre modes is plotted (nco , ncl , and next are the
refractive indices of the ébre core, cladding, and environment, respectively). The positive and negative directions of
the vertical axis characterise the ébre modes propagating
forward and backward with respect to the initial fundamental HE11 mode, respectively. Figure 2 presents the
dispersion curves for the core (ncl < neff < nco ) and cladding
(next < neff < ncl ) modes. The hatched region corresponds to
radiation modes. Dashed curves ( 1 ) and ( 2 ) denote the
co
values neff
l=L for gratings with small (LBG 4 1 mm,
FBGs) and large [LLPG 5 100 mm, long-period ébre gratings
co
is the effective refractive index
(LPFG)] periods, where neff
for the fundamental mode.
The intersection points of these curves with the dispersion curves of different modes specify the wavelengths at
which phase-matching condition (1) is satiséed. Note that
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Figure 2. Diagram demonstrating the fulélment of phase-matching
condition between the fundamental HE11 (LP01) mode and other modes
of the ébre.

for large periods L, the coupling with modes propagating in
the same direction appears in the grating, whereas for small
periods L, the coupling occurs with counterpropagating
modes. Figure 2 clearly illustrates the coupling between the
fundamental mode of the ébre core with different core (a, f,
g) and cladding (b, e) modes and radiation modes (c, d )
propagating in the forward (a ë c) and backward (d ë g)
directions.
Note that the same grating at different wavelengths can
couple the fundamental core mode with modes of different
types and different propagation directions. Thus, the spectra
of FBGs with the high reêectance usually exhibit resonances
to the blue with respect to the main reêection band, which
are related to excitation of cladding modes [9] (points e in
Fig. 2). As a rule, the resonance coupling with the higherorder cladding modes in LPFG spectra is realised at longer
wavelengths [10] (b). At the same time, for certain parameters of the ébre and grating, the inverse intersection of the
above dispersion dependences can occur (point b ' ), resulting in the additional resonance interaction with the same
cladding mode. Note that the spectral sensitivity of such a
peak to external perturbations has the opposite sign
compared to the `usual' resonance peak [11]. A special
case of resonance interaction on a LPFG is a contact of the
dispersion curves under study (point b 00 ), which is characterised by a considerable broadening of the LPFG absorption
peak and by the fact that the external perturbations are
manifested in this case not in the shift of the resonance
wavelength but in the change of the peak depth [11].
Apart from the types of ébre gratings described above,
there also exist the so-called mode and polarisation converters, which are less common gratings but also have a
number of interesting applications. Mode converters [12]
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written in few-mode ébres convert radiation from one core
mode to another (points a and f in Fig. 2). A similar process
is realised in polarisation converters, where the interaction
of the modes with mutually perpendicular polarisations of
the electric éeld is performed on a grating written in a
birefringent optical ébre [13, 14].

3. Fibre Bragg gratings
Fibre Bragg gratings couple the fundamental mode of an
optical ébre with the same mode propagating in the
opposite direction. This means that radiation propagating
co
in the ébre at a certain wavelength lBG  2neff
LBG is
reêected from the grating according to (1) completely or
partially. The characteristics of this reêection depend on the
grating parameters. For a homogeneous grating of length
L, the reêectance R at the resonance wavelength lBG is
described by the expression R  tanh2 (kBG L), where kBG 
pDnmod ZBG =lBG is the coupling coefécient; Dnmod is the
index modulation amplitude in the érst order of the pitchproéle expansion into the Fourier series;
ZBG 

a
0

jEco j2 rdr

.

1
0

jEco j2 rdr

is the power fraction of the fundamental mode propagating
in the ébre core of radius a; and Eco is the electric éeld
amplitude of the fundamental mode.
The spectral width of the resonance of a homogeneous
FBG measured between the érst zeroes of its reêection
spectrum is described by the expression


2 1=2
L
kBG L
DlBG;0  2lBG BG 1 
.
(2)
L
p
One can see from (2) that for gratings with a low
reêectance (kBG L 5 p) the relative spectral width Dl=l
depends only on the number of pitches in the grating
NBG  L=LBG . At the same time, as kBG L increases, the
spectral width of the resonance increases and becomes
proportional to the coupling coefécient for kBG L 4 p.
The spectral properties of the FBG are illustrated in
Fig. 3 by the wavelength dependences of the reêectance
R and the group delay t calculated for gratings of length
L  5 mm for kBG L  0:38 and 5.7.
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The reêection spectra presented in Fig. 3 were calculated
for the same grating period chosen so that the resonance
wavelength lBG for the unperturbed core was 1500.0 nm.
During FBG writing, its resonance wavelength shifts to the
red due to an increase in the average refractive index neff
upon exposing the ébre to UV light. This shift depends on
the contrast of the interference pattern and does not exceed,
as a rule, 1 nm (Fig. 3).
The reêection spectra of homogeneous gratings, both
FBGs and LPFG, exhibit usually side maxima (Fig. 3)
whose position is determined by the grating length. To
suppress these maxima partially or completely, the so-called
grating apodization is used, i.e., a slow variation in the
modulation amplitude of the induced refractive index along
the grating length [15]. Thus, the use of a Gaussian envelope
of the induced index proéle in a FBG (Fig. 4) provides the
elimination of side maxima to the red from the main
resonance. The presence of side maxima on the blue side
is caused by a change in the average induced refractive index
Dnavr (z) in the grating; they can be eliminated by providing
the constant value of this index over the entire grating length
(see Fig. 5) [16].
The temporal dispersion of light pulses in modern
ébreoptic communication links can be compensated by
means of gratings with the resonance wavelength changing
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Figure 4. Reêection spectrum R l (solid curve) and group delay t l
(dashed curve) for a FBG with the Gaussian envelope of the induced
refractive-index proéle.
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Figure 3. Reêection spectrum R l (solid curve) and group delay t l (dashed curve) of uniform FBGs for kBG L  0:38 (a) and 5.7 (b). Inserts show
the refractive-index proéle induced in gratings.
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Figure 5. Dispersion D l (solid curve) and group delay t l (dashed
curve) of a FBG with the Gaussian envelope of the induced refractiveindex proéle and a variable period. Inserts show the reêection spectrum
R l of the grating and the schematic proéle of the induced refractive
index Dn z.

continuously [17] or stepwise [18] along their length in a
speciéed way. Such chirped gratings have a broad reêection
(transmission) spectrum (broader than 100 nm [19]) or large
dispersion (more than 1000 ps nm 1 [20]). The gratings of
this type are written by changing the modulation period of
the induced refractive index [21] or effective index of the
fundamental mode [22] over the ébre length. Figure 5
illustrates the calculated spectral characteristics of a FBG
with a variable period, corresponding to a 1 nm cm 1 linear
variation in the resonance wavelength, and a Gaussian
proéle of the envelope of the index modulation amplitude
at a constant average refractive index.
In the literature, several special FBG structures are
considered [2, 3, 16]. The most important of them are:
(i) Phase-shifted Bragg gratings. The introduced phase
shift leads to the appearance of a narrow transmission band
of width of a few tens of megahertz within the reêection
band. Figure 6 shows the calculated transmission spectrum
of such a grating. The phase shift in the grating can be
introduced during the writing of the whole structure [23] or
later in the preliminary written grating [24]. As the phase

T dB
0


 
1 dn co
 a  co eff dT ,
neff dT

30 MHz

10

(3)

where dT is the temperature change; e is the applied
mechanical stress; Pij are the Pockels coefécients of the
elastooptic tensor; v is the Poisson coefécient; a is the
thermal expansion coefécient of silica glass. This relation
gives the typical temperature shift of *0.01 nm K 1 and
the shift of lBG depending on the relative elongation of the
ébre  103  dLL 1 nm.

20
30
40
50
1499.5

shift is increased (which is usually realised by writing two
spatially separated gratings with the same lBG ), the number
of transmission regions in the reêection band increases, and
such a structure is called, similarly to bulk optics, a Fabry ë
Perot interferometer (or élter).
(ii) Superstructured (sampled) Bragg gratings [25, 26]. If
the FBG parameters vary periodically over the grating
length with a period that greatly exceeds the grating period
(usually 0.1 ë 10 mm), several narrow peaks appear in the
grating spectrum, which cover a certain spectral interval.
Such superstructured FBGs are fabricated, as a rule, by a
successive writing of separate periodically arranged FBGs.
(iii) Superimposed Bragg gratings [27]. Several successively superimposed gratings with different periods can be
written in the same region of the core of a highly photosensitive ébre. Although the superposition of each successive
grating reduces the reêectance of the previous gratings,
nevertheless the writing of a superposition of seven FBGs
with the reêectance 50 % ë 60 % was demonstrated [27].
(iii) Tilted (blazed) Bragg gratings [28]. The tilt of the
FBG fringe plane with respect to the ébre axis enhances the
coupling of the fundamental mode of the ébre with cladding
modes or radiation modes. Such gratings can be used to
fabricate nonreêecting ébre élters of different widths, which
can be also employed to modify the gain and luminescence
spectra of broadband radiation sources [28].
(iv) Multimode ébre Bragg gratings [29]. The possibility
of FBG writing in several types of standard multimode or
few-mode ébres was considered in paper [29], where it was
shown, in particular, that the reêection spectrum of a FBG
in a multimode graded-index ébre consists of approximately
20 spectrally resolved peaks corresponding to the resonances
of different modes and located at a wavelength of
 1550 nm within the region of width  10 nm. Obviously,
the spectrum of multimode FBGs strongly depends on the
mode composition of radiation propagating in the ébre,
which opens up the possibility to analyse the degree of
excitation of one or the other of guided modes.
The resonance wavelength lBG of a FBG depends on the
ébre temperature and mechanical tensile or compressive
stresses applied to the ébre. This dependences is described
by the equation [30]


co 2 

neff

co
P12 v P11  P12
dlBG  2neff
LBG
e
1
2

1500.0

 1500.5
l nm

Figure 6. Transmission spectrum of a FBG of length 10 mm with the
phase shift p in the middle.

4. Long-period ébre gratings
Photoinduced long-period ébre gratings were érst proposed
in paper [31]. Gratings of this type have a relatively large
period LLPG  100 500 mm and couple a mode of the
ébre core with cladding modes propagating in the same
direction. As a rule, cladding modes are guided by the silica
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glass ë air interface, which is formed after removing a
protective jacket from the irradiated region of the ébre. The
energy transferred to a cladding mode is then absorbed in a
protective jacket covering the ébre, resulting in the
appearance of the absorption band at the resonance
wavelength in the transmission spectrum of the ébre,
which, according to (1), is described by the expression
co
lLPG  neff


cl
neff
LLPG  Dneff LLPG .

(4)

The cladding of a standard ébre (of diameter 125 mm)
can support many modes ( 104 ). However, only few modes
(namely, HE1m and EH1n , where m and n are the radial
mode numbers) have the large overlap integral with the core
mode éeld taken over the region where the index modulation is induced (for photoinduced gratings, this region is
the germanosilicate core of the ébre):
1=2
. 1
a
1
ZLPG  Eco Ecl rdr
jEco j2 rdr
jEcl j2 rdr
, (5)
0

0

0

where Ecl is the electric-éeld amplitude of the corresponding
cladding mode. Such modes have the axial symmetry and
the number of oscillations along the ébre radius equal to
the radial mode number [32]. Note that cladding modes
excited in a LPFG are numbered in many papers in the
order of decreasing their propagation constant [9]. In this
notation, the HE1m modes have an odd number p, while the
EH1n modes have an even number, and the relations
p  2(m 1) 1 and p  2n are valid. The overlap integral
for the HE1m modes increases with increasing m up to
m 4 10 and decreases, by oscillating, as the radial mode
number further increases. The value of ZLPG for the EH1n
modes increases for small n signiécantly slower [9], so that,
as a rule, absorption resonances related to the HE1m modes
of the order m 4 20 dominate in the LPFG spectra.
Unlike a FBG, the absorption peak depth in a LPFG is
the oscillating function S  sin2 (kLPG L), where kLPG is the
coupling coefécient, which, as in the case of a FBG, is
described by the relation kLPG  pDnmod ZLPG =lLPG , where
lLPG is the resonance wavelength of the LPFG. For
kLPG L  p=2, energy at the wavelength lLPG completely
transfers from the core mode to the corresponding cladding
mode, so that LPFGs with kLPG L 4 p=2 are most often used
for practical purposes.
The full spectral width of the LPFG peak in the region
of the érst oscillation kLPG L 4 p measured by the érst
zeroes of the reêectance is described by the expression


2 1=2
L
kLPG L
DlLPG;0  2aBRF lLPG LPG 1
,
(6)
L
p
where aBRF is bandwidth reénement factor, which can be
larger or smaller than unity [33]. This additional factor
takes into account the spectral dependence Dneff (l).
The speciéc features of a LPFG are illustrated in Fig. 7,
where the transmission spectrum of the grating of length 10
mm and period 122 mm is presented. The spectrum was
calculated for a step-index ébre (the core-cladding index
difference was Dn  0:02) with the cladding diameter 80 mm
and the cut-off wavelength for the érst higher mode
lc  0:9 mm. The induced refractive index was taken to
be 5  10 4 in calculations.
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Figure 7. Transmission spectrum of a uniform LPFG (grating parameters are presented in the text).

This spectrum corresponds to the situation shown
schematically in Fig. 2 [curve ( 2 )]. The spectral region
l < 1500 nm is typical for a LPFG: in this region the
intensity of intermode interaction monotonically increases
with increasing the radial mode number m of the cladding
HE1m modes. Note also the speciéc features of the LPFG
discussed in the analysis of Fig. 2, namely, the presence of
the second, weaker resonance for the HE18 mode in the
long-wavelength region and a considerable broadening of
the coupling peak with the HE19 mode.
The spectral characteristics of a LPFG depend on the
ébre temperature, tension, and bending, as well as on the
refractive index of the ébre environment [34, 35]. These
questions were recently studied in detail experimentally and
theoretically in paper [11].
The inêuence of temperature T on the LPFG spectrum is
mainly manifested in the shift of the resonance wavelength
lLPG . The temperature sensitivity dlLPG =dT of the resonance
wavelength of the LPFG depends on the number of a
coupled cladding mode and is typically 0.05 ë 0.1 nm K 1 .
The temperature sensitivity of the grating is described by the
expression [34]


dlLPG
1 q Dneff 
1 qLLPG
 dT

lLPG
Dneff qT
LLPG qT

 1

LLPG

q Dneff 
ql



1

.

(7)

The second term in the numerator of this equation,
which is the thermal expansion coefécient of silica glass, can
be neglected, as a rule, compared to the érst term. Therefore, the main factors determining the temperature
sensitivity of a LPFG are the thermooptic coefécients of
the ébre core and cladding, as well as the spectral dependences of the effective refractive indices of coupled modes at
the wavelength under study [the second term in the
denominator in (7)]. Note that it is the decrease in the
dominator with increasing the cladding mode number that
enhances the temperature sensitivity of the LPFG peaks
observed in experiments [11, 34].
The tensile sensitivity of LPFGs was studied in papers
[11, 35, 36]. It was found that, depending on the ébre type,
the absorption peak sensitivity can vary within a broad
range from 15 to 7 nm per 1 % of the relative elongation of
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the grating [35]. The value and sign of this coefécient are
determined by the difference of the elastooptic coefécients
of the ébre core and cladding [11].
The sensitivity dlLPG =dnext of the resonance wavelength
to variation in the external refractive index of the environment can achieve  104 nm if this refractive index is slightly
lower than the refractive index of the silica cladding of the
ébre. When next > ncl , the resonance wavelength becomes
insensitive to the refractive index next of the environment
[37].
The transmission spectrum of a LPFG is highly sensitive
to the ébre bending. On the one hand, this requires a very
careful éxation of the grating in a setup, and on the other
makes these gratings promising for using as bending and
deformation sensors. Spectral variations caused by ébre
bending depend on the ébre geometry, the refractive index
proéle, the proéle of elastic stresses, and some other factors.
As a rule, they are revealed in a decrease in the depth of the
resonance peak and its shift to the red [38]. In addition, new
resonance peaks appear due to the interaction with the EH1n
modes. Changes in the LPFG spectra caused by the ébre
bending are so strong that the ébre bending with a curvature
of  1 m can be quite easily detected. If a ébre has no axial
symmetry or asymmetry is produced in some way during
LPFG writing or after it, a change in the grating spectrum
depends on the bending direction [39, 40].
The propagation constant of cladding modes depends on
the ébre cladding diameter. This fact makes it possible to
perform rather easily the irreversible shift of the resonance
wavelength of the grating [41]. The cladding diameter can be
decreased, for example, by ébre etching in the solution of
hydroêuoric acid HF. This procedure allows one to shift the
resonance wavelength by a rather large distance without
changing, in fact, the coupling coefécient of the grating. The
wavelength shift increases with increasing the cladding mode
number, and can achieve 100 nm and more for high-order
modes [41].
As in the case of a FBG, the side maxima in the LPFG
spectra are suppressed by using apodization of the induced
index proéle [42, 43]. The LPFG writing was demonstrated
with a period variable along the ébre length [42, 44] and
with the phase shift in the grating structure [45]. Because of
a relatively large period of such gratings, the required proéle
of a grating pitch can be produced, which can exclude, for
example, the excitation of higher-order resonances [42, 43].
Finally, two spatially separated LPFGs can be used to form

5. Methods for ébre grating fabrication
Photoinduced ébre gratings are written, as a rule, by
exposing a ébre to intense UV light (see Section 6).
Because the FBG period is small (L  0:5 mm), FBGs
are usually produced by interferometric methods. Since the
FBG writing process can last for a few tens of minutes, a
high-quality grating can be fabricated only when the
interference pattern is very stable. Although the number
of methods proposed for FBG writing is quite large [2, 3],
their main features can be distinguished.
In the érst interferometer used for FBG writing [6]
(Fig. 8a), an incident UV beam was split into two beams
with a beamsplitter, which were subsequently recombined at
the ébre at an angle of a to each other. This angle
determines the period of an interference pattern and, hence,
the FBG period.
FBGs are often written by using interferometers with a
spatially split beam, which have a smaller number of optical
elements and, therefore, a better stability. Such an interferometer can use, for example, a dielectric mirror, which
splits the beam front into two equal parts (a Lloyd
interferometer in Fig. 8b). The angle a is varied in this
case by rotating the mirror together with the ébre éxed on
it, which is much simpler than the angle tuning used in the
interferometer shown in Fig. 8a. Note that a cylindrical lens
in both schemes in Fig. 8 is used to focus radiation on the
ébre (in some cases, on its core), which is necessary, as a
rule, for increasing the UV radiation density to write the
FBG. Interferometers of these types allow a êexible
variation of grating parameters such as their period and
length; however, they require the high spatial and time
coherence of writing radiation.
The phase-mask technique for FBG writing proposed in
[48] (Fig. 9a) does not require highly coherent UV radiation,
and therefore inexpensive excimer lasers can be used in this
case. This method utilises interference between the érst and
minus érst diffraction orders of radiation passed through a
phase mask. The mask is made, as a rule, of silica glass
UV radiation

UV radiation
Beamsplitter

a Mach ë Zehnder interferometer, whose optical arms are
the core and cladding modes in the space between the
gratings [46]. Such an interferometer, having a high temperature stability, provides, for example, the measurement of
the induced refractive index in the ébre core with an
accuracy better than 10 6 [47].

Cylindrical lens

Cylindrical lens
Mirror

Mirror

Mirror
Mirror
a

Fibre
Fibre

a

a
b

Figure 8. Schemes of FBG writing in interferometers with the amplitude (a) and spatial (b) splitting of a UV radiation beam.
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Figure 9. Schemes of FBG writing by the phase-mask method: direct writing (a) and writing in a Talbot interferometer (b).

transparent in the UV spectral region. The relief of its
surface facing the ébre is fabricated so that to suppress the
zero and other diffraction orders (except the érst ones),
thereby providing a high contrast of the interference
pattern. Note that the use of phase masks allows the
production of FBGs with the modulation period and
amplitude variable along the ébre length. However, the
primary disadvantage of this technique is a rigid éxation of
the possible FBG parameters at the stage of mask fabrication. In the phase-mask method, the resonance
wavelength of the FBG can be tuned in a relatively broad
range by rotating additional mirrors in a Talbot interferometer [49] (Fig. 9b).
Note also that gratings with an arbitrary distribution of
the induced refractive index can be fabricated by the maskscanning technique [50, 51]. This method can be used to
produce complex grating structures with the modulation
period and amplitude, and average refractive index varying
along the ébre length.
The fabrication of gratings directly during ébre drawing
has become an independent and quite important direction of
studies [52, 53]. This method enables the production of a
series of FBGs with different lBG immediately before
applying a protective coating on the ébre. Each of the
gratings of the chain is written by one pulse from an excimer
laser. The resonance wavelength is tuned before FBG
writing by tuning the interferometer (Fig. 8a). This writing
method allows the increase in the mechanical strength of the
ébre grating section and production of many gratings in
certain regions of the ébre. Although such FBG series are

quite attractive for distributed measurements of various
physical quantities, the complexity of the writing system and
the insufécient stability of its parameters prevent wide
applications of this method in practice.
Methods for LPFG fabrication differ considerably from
FBG writing methods because the typical periods of former
gratings are two-three magnitudes greater, which considerably alleviates the requirements to the mechanical stability
of the writing system and coherence of UV radiation. The
most widespread LPFG writing methods are the amplitude
mask method [54] and the step-by-step method [55].
Upon LPFG writing through the amplitude mask
(Fig. 10a), all the grating structure is formed simultaneously, as a rule, and grating writing as a whole takes the same
time as the writing of an individual grating pitch. When
pulsed sources are used, this method is most preferable
because the pulse energy density cannot be considerably
increased due to a relatively low damage threshold of the
silica glass surface ( 1 J cm 2 for excimer laser radiation).
In the step-by-step method (Fig. 10b), the required
periodic grating structure is produced successively by
displacing the ébre mechanically with respect to the laser
beam focused on the ébre core. In this method, it is
preferable to use cw lasers because in this case the UV
radiation density can be increased and, hence, the LPFG
writing time is reduced. The step-by-step writing method is
more êexible because it enables the production of arbitrary
proéles of individual grating pitches and the entire amplitude distribution of the induced refractive index and the
variation of the grating period along the grating length.
UV radiation

UV radiation
Amplitude mask

Lens
Fibre

Fibre
a
b
Figure 10. LPFG writing by UV radiation with the help of an amplitude mask (a) and by the step-by-step method (b).
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LPFGs can be also fabricated by the step-by-step
method by using the local heating of the ébre up to
high temperatures (above 1000 8C). Such thermal action
can change the index proéle for a number of reasons: the
mechanical deformation of the ébre [56], the redistribution
of the existing elastic stresses [57, 58], and the spatial
redistribution of the chemical composition of glass due
to the thermal diffusion of dopants in the ébre core [59, 60].
The thermal action can be produced by IR lasers (CO2 laser
[61], CO laser [62]) or by a localised electric discharge [63,
64].
Suféciently deep thermally induced gratings (i.e., with a
suféciently large coupling coefécient) can be written in nonphotosensitive or low-photosensitive ébres, for example, in
ébres with a pure silica core [58]. Because gratings are
induced upon the local heating of the ébre up to the
temperature close to the melting temperature of silica glass,
they have a higher thermal stability compared to photoinduced gratings and are not damaged even at temperatures
of the order of 1000 8C [62]. At the same time, thermally
induced gratings, as a rule, introduce spectrally independent
(`grey') losses caused by the mechanical deformation of the
ébre during LPFG writing. Because the rate of thermally
induced processes strongly depends on temperature, uniform gratings can be obtained only in the case of a high
reproducibility of the heating temperature and the thermal
exposure time from step to step. This reproducibility is
usually insufécient, resulting in the inhomogeneity of the
spectrum observed in the most above-mentioned papers. In
addition, because of thermal transfer along the ébre axis,
the region of thermal action is, as a rule, of the order of the
ébre diameter, which complicates the writing of smallperiod gratings (L 4 200 mm).
LPFGs can be also fabricated by periodic deformation
[65] or etching [66] of the ébre.
Apart from the irreversible LPFG writing, there exist
methods for reversible grating fabrication in ébres. In [67], a
LPFG was produced by a travelling acoustic wave at
frequency  2 MHz. In this case, the coupling eféciency
and the resonance wavelength are speciéed by the amplitude
and frequency of the high-frequency signal, respectively,
whereas the length of the ébre region with a polymer coating
removed determines the grating length and, consequently,
the spectral width of the resonance. A speciéc feature of
such a grating is the possibility to control êexibly its spectral
characteristics and to produce simultaneously several
LPFGs by applying simulteneously several radio-frequency
signals.
Note in the conclusion of this section that the number of
papers devoted to the LPFG production in prospective
microstructure ébres [68 ë 71], in which FBG writing is
complicated [72], has increased.
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assigned to the singlet ë singlet and singlet ë triplet absorption by GODCs, respectively. Optical excitation into the
singlet band can be performed by a KrF excimer laser at
248 nm, the second harmonics of an argon laser at 244 and
257 nm, the fourth harmonic of a Nd 3 : YAG laser at
266 nm, and the second harmonic of dye lasers. These
lasers are used, as a rule, to write ébre gratings.
The triplet absorption band is weaker by three orders of
magnitude [73]; however, as follows from [55, 74], it can be
also used to induce noticeable index variations ( 2  10 4 ).
A comparative analysis of index variations produced upon
singlet and triplet excitation of GODCs showed that the
dominant mechanism of these variations is the transformation of these centres from the excited triplet state irrespective
of the band used for excitation [47]. The advantage of
excitation into the triplet absorption band is that the grating
can be written in this case without removing a protective
polymer jacket from the ébre, which is partially transparent
in this spectral range [75].
Note that radiation of ArF and F2 excimer lasers at
193 nm [76] and 157 nm [77], respectively, also induces
considerable variations in the refractive index of silica
glasses, and not only germanosilicate glasses.
Depending on the ébre photosensitivity and a laser used,
the UV dose required for ébre writing varies from 1 to
100 kJ cm 2 . This corresponds, taking the radiation density
into account, to the exposure time from a few seconds to a
few tens of minutes.
Currently the number of papers devoted to the use of
femtosecond laser pulses for grating writing [78, 79] has
increased. Because of a very high radiation intensity
( 1013 W cm 2 ) produced in such short pulses, multiphoton radiation absorption takes place in this case.
Such a mechanism of the index variation does not require
the ébre doping with photosensitive dopants and hydrogen
loading (see Section 7). The 800-nm femtosecond pulses
from a Ti : sapphire laser were used to write high-quality
FBGs with a large induced refractive index (10 2 ) by the
phase-mask method in standard SMF-28 ébres [78] and in
ébres with a pure silica core [80]. Such gratings can be
written in any region of a ébre, by producing the required
index distributions along the ébre cross section. For
example, this circumstance was used in [81] to form a
periodic structure in the ébre core, which provided a
considerable decrease in the coupling coefécient of the
fundamental mode of the ébre with cladding modes. Fibre
gratings written by femtosecond pulses have a very high
thermal stability (above 1000 8C). Because the writing
wavelength is comparatively long, such FBGs are written,
as a rule, with a period corresponding to the second or third
diffraction order [ N  2, 3 in Eqn (1)].

6. UV sources used for grating writing

7. Photosensitive glass compositions
and methods for photosensitivity increasing

Mechanisms of photoinduced variations in the refractive
index in silica glass are still not énally clear even for the
most studied glasses doped with germanium dioxide.
However, it is known that photoexcitation of germanium
oxygen-deécient centres (GODCs) [73] in a germanosilicate
glass initiates the subsequent transformation of the glass
network, which is accompanied by a change in its refractive
index. The absorption spectrum of a germanosilicate glass
exhibits the two bands at 242 and 330 nm, which are

The value of the refractive index induced in the ébre core
depends on many factors such as the method and
conditions of the ébre fabrication, the type and concentration of dopants, the wavelength, intensity and type of
irradiation (pulsed or continuous).
Unfortunately, the photosensitivity of standard telecommunication ébres with the molar concentration of
GeO2 equal to 3 % ë 5 % is not high enough for the efécient
writing of gratings in them. The refractive index variation
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induced in such ébres does not exceed 5  10 5 even after a
long exposure. For this reason, considerable efforts have
been devoted to the search for the methods to increase the
photosensitivity. It was shown, in particular, that the
photosensitivity of germanosilicate ébres increases with
increasing concentration of germanium dioxide in the
ébre core [82], which is explained by the increase in the
GODC concentration with increasing the degree of doping
of glasses with germanium. Absorption at 242 nm is usually
proportional to the molar concentration of GeO2 with the
proportionality coefécient 10 ë 40 dB (mm %) 1 [83]. By
now ébres with different concentrations of germanium
dioxide have been studied. It was shown, in particular,
that, beginning from the molar concentration of GeO2 equal
to 20 %, the photosensitivity of type IIa appears in the ébre
(see Section 8), which is preserved and enhanced with
further increasing GeO2 concentration [84]. The photosensitivity of type IIa is also observed in nitrogen-doped
ébres irradiated at 193 nm [85]. Note that gratings of type
IIa are rarely used in practice because ébres with such a
photosensitivity have high intrinsic losses and high losses in
splices with standard ébres.
A noticeable increase in the GODC concentration can be
also achieved by synthesising a ébre preform under the
oxygen deéciency conditions, for example, by replacing
oxygen by nitrogen or noble gases [86], which enables
the enhancement of the core glass photosensitivity by
preserving the waveguide properties of the ébre almost
invariable [87].
Among the chemical elements enhancing the photosensitivity of ébres upon co-doping with germanium are
boron [88, 89], tin [90], nitrogen [91], phosphorous [92], and
antimony [93].
Fibres not containing GeO2, in which the index proéle
was formed by other dopants, were studied in a number of
papers. Thus, it was found that ébres doped with nitrogen
[85], phosphorous [94, 95], sulphur [96], and antimony [97]
had a high photosensitivity upon irradiation at a wavelength
of 193 nm.
Although a number of ébre compositions having a high
photosensitivity have been proposed, such ébres are difécult
to fabricate, as a rule, and their material and waveguide
characteristics differ from the standard ones. The latter
circumstance often leads to additional losses in splices with
standard ébres and to some other complications in the use
of such ébres.
In this connection it was interesting to attempt to
increase the photosensitivity of already fabricated ébres,
in particular, standard ébres not varying considerably their
intrinsic characteristics. It was found that the hydrogen
loading of a glass network at high temperatures, for
example, in a burner êame with a high content of hydrogen
can increase the induced refractive index in standard ébres
by an order of magnitude [98]. Such loading, which can be
performed in a small region of the ébre, provides the
enhanced sensitivity in this region for a long time. At
the same time, it leads to a considerable absorption caused
by the appearance of the OH groups, and also reduces the
mechanical strength of ébres.
In [99], an essentially different method of hydrogen
loading was proposed, which also signiécantly enhances
the photosensitivity of germanosilicate ébres and is now
most often used in practice. The glass network is loaded
with molecular hydrogen at relatively low temperatures (no
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more than 100 8C). At such temperatures, molecular hydrogen does not yet interact with the glass network and is
physically dissolved in the glass. Such loading is performed
by immersing a ébre into a chamber containing hydrogen at
a pressure of  100 atm. The diffusion coefécient of
molecular hydrogen in a silica glass is rather high and
exponentially depends on temperature [100],
DH2  2:83  10

4

exp

40:19 kJ mol 1 
cm2 s
RT

1

(where R is the gas constant), so that almost complete
loading of a standard ébre (98 % of the maximum value) at
room temperature is achieved after two weeks and at a
temperature of 100 8C already after 12 hours. The molar
concentration of H2 in the glass network after such
processing achieves 2 % ë 3 % [100]. Fibres loaded with
hydrogen at low temperatures have the enhanced photosensitivity until hydrogen is contained in the glass. During
the out diffusion of hydrogen to the environment, the
photosensitivity decreases, returning to its initial value, so
that the hydrogen-loaded ébre should be kept at low
temperature. Thus, at T  20 8C the hydrogen concentration at the ébre axis decreases by half approximately
after two months.
The above-described method of hydrogen loading is
most convenient in practice and provides the refractiveindex induction in standard ébres at a level of  10 2 [99],
which is sufécient for most applications. However, this
method has a number of disadvantages. In particular, the
thermal stability of gratings written in a hydrogen-loaded
ébre proves to be comparatively low [101], which requires
the additional annealing of gratings before their use. Also, it
should be taken into account that hydrogen dissolved in the
glass changes its refractive index, resulting in a shift of the
resonance wavelength of the grating [102]. The value of this
shift depends on the initial hydrogen concentration and can
achieve a few nanometres for FBGs [103] and a few tens of
nanometres for LPFGs [104].
Apart from these complications inherent in hydrogenloaded ébre gratings, note that UV irradiation causes the
formation of OH groups absorbing in the IR spectral
region. This absorption at a wavelength of 1.4 mm can
achieve a few dB cm 1 [105]. To avoid this absorption,
deuterium is used instead of hydrogen, whose absorption
bands are strongly shifted to the red due to its larger atomic
mass [106].
The useful development of the low-temperature hydrogen-loading technique was proposed in [107], where it was
shown that, by exposing a hydrogen-loaded ébre to lowintense UV light, it is possible to `freeze' the high photosensitivity of the ébre, i.e., to preserve it for a long time even
after the escape of molecular hydrogen from the ébre. In
this way, it is possible to prepare the required regions of the
ébre for subsequent grating writing by irradiating them
preliminary. It was found that such preliminary processing
can be performed not only at the writing wavelength but
also at other UV wavelengths, in particular, by radiation
from a UV lamp.
An interesting effect was observed in [108], where it was
shown that the mechanical stretching of a ébre during
grating writing results in a considerable increase in its
photosensitivity. The authors observed the three-fourfold
increase in the induced refractive index at éxed irradiation
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parameters compared to the unstretched ébre, which allows
one to decrease the grating writing time by an order of
magnitude. The disadvantage of this method for increasing
photosensitivity is the necessity of producing rather strong
deformations (3% and more), which requires the high
quality of the ébre surface and the mechanical stability
of the stretching system during grating production. In
addition, such stretching deformations considerably change
the resonance wavelength of the grating, which should be
taken into account for obtaining the required resonance
wavelength in the ébre without mechanical loading.

8. Photosensitivity types in germanosilicate
ébres


Dnmod 10

4

Physical phenomena taking place during the exposure of a
germanosilicate glass to UV radiation are rather numerous.
However, the experimental facts available at present cannot
be described within the framework of a unitary model. The
matter is that variations in the refractive index of a silica
glass are determined simultaneously by several mechanisms,
which complicates the analysis and interpretation of the
experimental data. At the same time, it is known that the
photoinduced transformation of GODCs accompanied by
the formation of new defect centres [109, 110] and the glassnetwork rearrangement makes a considerable contribution
to the variation in the refractive index in the core of
germanosilicate ébres. The glass-network rearrangement
results in an increase in the glass density [111, 112], a
change in its Raman spectrum [113], and is accompanied by
an increase in elastic stresses in the ébre core [114].
At present several types of photosensitivity of germanosilicate ébres are known. They are manifested under
different exposure conditions and differ from each other
in the writing and annealing dynamics, and in some other
properties of photoinduced gratings.
Type I gratings. If the molar concentration of GeO2 in
the core of a ébre is lower than 20 % (as, for example, in
standard telecommunication ébres), the so-called type I
photosensitivity is realised, which is characterised by a
monotonic increase in the refractive index with increasing
the UV dose [115] [curve ( 1 ) in Fig. 11]. This type of
8
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Figure 11. Dependences of the modulation amplitude of the induced
refractive index for FBGs written in ébres with the molar concentration
of GeO2 equal to 12 % ( 1 ) and 35 % ( 2 ).

photosensitivity is characterised by the power dependence
Dnind  D b of the induced refractive index on the dose, the
exponent b being, as a rule, in the range 0.3 ë 0.5. Type I
gratings have a relatively low thermal stability and degrade
noticeably already at temperatures 200 ë 300 8C [101].
Nevertheless, such gratings are most often used in practice
because they can be comparatively simply written in many
ébres. It is assumed that gratings of this type are produced
due to the UV radiation-induced transformation of defect
centres of a germanosilicate glass resulting in the densiécation of the glass network. The modiécation of defect
centres, which is accompanied by variations in the parameters of visible and UV absorption bands, and according to
the Kramers ë Kronig relation, by variations in the refractive index [110], is assigned sometimes to the independent,
so-called type 0 photosensitivity. In this case, the type I
photosensitivity is related to the densiécation of the glass
network as a whole [116]. At the same time, it seems that
these processes proceed simultaneously and, strictly speaking, cannot be separated from each other.
Type IIa gratings. During FBG writing in ébres with a
high molar concentration of GeO2 (above 20 %), the
modulation amplitude of the induced refractive index
(reêectance) in the érst diffraction order of the grating
érst increases, then decreases almost to zero, and then
increases again, tending to saturation [curve ( 2 ) in Fig. 11].
Analysis of the reêectance dynamics in the second diffraction order of the grating and the shift of the resonance
wavelength during grating writing suggests that the induced
refractive index becomes negative in the maxima of the
interference pattern of UV radiation at the second stage of
the increase in the reêectance. The effect of a decrease in the
induced refractive index upon UV irradiation is called the
type IIa photosensitivity, and gratings written in the region
of the second rise in the reêectance are called type IIa
gratings [117].
At present it is well known that type IIa gratings are
closely connected with a change in the elastic stresses in the
germanosilicate glass network caused by UV radiation. This
is demonstrated, for example, by the fact that the type IIa
grating is produced much faster if a tensile stress is applied
to a ébre during FBG writing [118]. Type IIa gratings are
not formed in bulky samples where gratings are written in a
thin layer near the free surface of a sample and, therefore,
the structure and value of elastic stresses can be different
[119]. It was shown recently [120, 121] that the formation of
type IIa gratings is accompanied by a noticeable relaxation
of stresses in the ébre core, which causes, in the opinion of
the authors, the dilation of the silica glass network.
Note that type IIa gratings are not formed after the lowtemperature hydrogen loading. They can be produced only
after the out-diffusion of molecular hydrogen from the glass
network [122].
Type II gratings. The propagation constant of the
fundamental mode of an optical ébre can be strongly
changed by irradiating the ébre only by a single pulse
from an excimer laser with an energy density of  1 J cm 2 .
Irradiation by such a high-power pulse causes an intense
heating of the ébre core, which is accompanied by a partial
melting of a cladding in contact with the core [123]. Gratings
written in such a regime are called type II or IIb gratings. A
disadvantage of type II gratings is the complexity of their
writing control, especially taking into account that the pulse
energy of an excimer laser is, as a rule, not stable from pulse
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to pulse. In addition, the asymmetry of induced variations in
the glass core properties results in the efécient excitation of
cladding modes, which is accompanied by considerable
radiation losses to the blue from the main resonance
[123]. Note also that irradiation of ébres by such high
optical power densities ( 108 W cm 2 ) causes in some cases
a partial damage of the ébre surface, which drastically
reduces its mechanical strength. These circumstances prevent wide applications of type II gratings in practice.
Gratings in hydrogen-loaded ébres. It seems that gratings
produced in hydrogen-loaded ébres possess an independent
type of photosensitivity. Upon exposure to UV radiation,
molecular hydrogen enters into the germanosilicate glass
network, breaking regular bonds and modifying structural
defects. This process is accompanied by the formation of the
structural groups Si ë OH, Ge ë OH, Ge ë H, and H2O
[124, 125].
The dose dependence for gratings written in hydrogenloaded ébres with a low concentration of germanium
resembles a power dependence observed for type I gratings;
however, the absolute value of the induced refractive index
is an order of magnitude higher.
Type Ia gratings. As shown in papers [126, 127], in
hydrogen-loaded ébres co-doped with germanium and
boron, one more type of photosensitivity appears, which
is characterised by the complex dynamics of the reêectance
and resonance wavelength. As in type IIa gratings, the
increase in the reêectance with increasing the UV radiation
dose is followed by its decrease and subsequent increase. At
the same time, unlike type IIa photosensitivity, as the UV
radiation dose is increased, the resonance wavelength
strongly shifts to the blue (by 15 ë 20 nm), which corresponds to the change of the average refractive index in the
ébre core by  210 2 . Note that the modulation amplitude
of the refractive index induced in the grating is two orders
of magnitude lower than this value. The authors called
gratings with this type of photosensitivity type Ia gratings.
An interesting feature of the latter is a lower (by 30 %)
thermal sensitivity compared to type I and IIa gratings.

9. Thermal stability of UV induced ébre
gratings
A photoinduced ébre grating is erased at high temperatures
(300 ë 600 8C), while the photosensitivity in annealed
regions of the ébre recovers to its initial value [128]. The
study of the thermal stability of the induced refractive index
allows one to calculate the spectral characteristics of
gratings and the dynamics of their variations during a
prolong use of photoinduced structures under different
conditions. The latter circumstance is rather important for
practical applications of gratings, especially when they are
subjected to periodic or constant heating, in particular, in
systems for measuring high temperatures.
It was shown in a number of papers that the thermal
stability of gratings depends on many factors such as the
ébre type [129], method of its processing [101], grating type
[130, 131], irradiation dose [132], etc. In addition, it was
found that thermal action can result in the formation of
gratings of a new type, the so-called `chemical gratings' [133,
134].
The temperature annealing of the induced refractive
index is often described by the approach developed in
[135]. It is assumed that changes produced in the glass
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network by UV radiation have some distribution of the
density of potential barriers of the reverse transition. These
changes usually imply the transformation of individual
defect centres or switching of bonds in the regular glass
network, resulting in the formation of thermodynamically
nonequilibrium conégurations, which should overcome a
certain energy barrier E to return to the initial equilibrium
state. The population distribution of photoinduced conégurations is described by the function g(E ). A variation in
the energy-barrier height [the width of the function g(E )]
caused by different local surroundings of these conégurations in the glass network is rather large ( 1 eV).
Obviously, the higher is the barrier, the better is the thermal
stability of a photoinduced state and a related change in the
refractive index of the glass.
The degree of depopulation of photoinduced states
depends on temperature T and time t during which the
glass is kept at this temperature. To take into account the
entire thermal prehistory of a sample, it is convenient to
introduce the boundary or demarcation energy Ed , which is
described by the expression [135]
Ed  kT ln v0 t,

(8)

where k is the Boltzmann constant; v0 is the frequency
factor, which is of the order of the vibrational frequency
1013 Hz of the glass network. The demarcation energy
represents in this case a boundary energy level dividing
annealed and non-annealed states. The sharpness of the
boundary dividing these states is of the order of kT (in the
temperature range under study, this is less than 0.1 eV ),
which is small compared to the width of the distribution
g(E ).
The knowledge of the distribution g(E ) allows us to
calculate the degree of decomposition of the induced
refractive index for arbitrary annealing of the ébre if the
current value of Ed is known. Thus, to describe completely
the erasure of the photoinduced refractive index, it is
necessary to know g(E ) and v0 . These quantities can be
determined by constructing the so-called base curve. By
differentiating this curve with respect to Ed , the function
g(E ) can be found [135]. The base curve is the annealing
function of the induced refractive index plotted as a function
of the demarcation energy and can be obtained by using
different annealing regimes.
The thermal stability of gratings is studied by subjecting
one or several identical gratings to a certain thermal action
and then recording variations in their spectral properties. As
a rule, the methods of isothermal or isochronous annealing
are used [136] and also the method of linear heating with
different rates [137, 138]. The latter approach seems to be
the most convenient for obtaining quantitative characteristics of the thermally induced erasure of the induced
refractive index. It allows one to determine the required
values for a relatively short time with a high accuracy, by
having annealed two ë three identical gratings.
Figure 12 shows the dependences of the modulation
amplitude of the induced refractive index normalised to the
initial modulation amplitude at 25 8C which were obtained
for the linear annealing of the FBG at a heating rate of
0.25 8C s 1 for different types of photoinduced gratings.
One can see that the grating written in the hydrogen-loaded
ébre has the lowest thermal stability at relatively low
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Figure 13. Optical scheme of the input ë output device for a speciéed
spectral channel in a ébreoptic communication link.
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Figure 12. Annealing curves of the induced refractive index in the linear
heating regime at a rate of 0.25 8C s 1 for FBGs of different types.

temperatures (below 800 8C). At the same time, the refractive index induced in gratings of this type is preserved up to
1000 8C and, moreover, after a complete thermal erasure,
the grating appears again at temperatures above 1000 8C.
The grating of a new type produced in this way is called
`chemical' because it is produced due to the diffusion of
hydrogen-containing groups, which eféciently occurs at
such high temperatures [133, 139].
The characteristic feature of type I gratings is the
presence of the reverse change in the induced refractive
index [140] in the temperature range 100 ë 300 8C (see
Fig. 12) and a rather complicate behaviour of the annealing
curve, which has several parts with different slopes [132]. At
moderate temperatures (below 700 8C), the thermal stability
of type I gratings is better than that of hydrogen-loaded
gratings. At the same time, the most stable at these
temperatures are type IIa gratings, which do not change
their parameters up to 600 8C and then are rapidly annealed
in the temperature range from 600 to 800 8C.

10. Applications of ébre Bragg gratings
As mentioned above, photoinduced ébre gratings are
widely used in various devices in ébre optics. First of all,
they are employed as spectrally selective elements in
ébreoptic communication systems [141], in ébre lasers
and ampliéers of different types [142], and systems for
measuring physical quantities [30].
Bragg and long-period gratings in ébreoptic communication systems. A permanently growing need to increase the
data transfer rate stimulated by the development of telecommunication devices, the increase in information êows,
the expansion of global information systems, data bases,
and the number of users resulted in the development of
ébreoptic communication links employing wave-division
multiplexing (WDM). At present standard dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) communication
links are already developed in which the adjacent frequency
channels are separated by 50 GHz (about 0.4 nm). The data
transfer rate over a channel in experimental communication
links exceeds 40 Gbit s 1 and a total number of channels
achieve 200. A total data transfer rate in such a communication link can exceed 8 Tbit s 1 .
It is obvious that such communication links should have
input ë output devices for individual spectral channels,

which can be realised based on FBGs [143]. Figure 13
shows one of the possible schemes of such an input ë output
selector for an optical channel with the wavelength lN based
on a highly reêecting FBG and two optical circulators.
In this case, the application of a FBG is limited by the
presence of side maxima in the grating spectrum (see Fig. 3)
and by optical losses caused by excitation of cladding modes
in the grating. As shown above, the side maxima can be
suppressed by using the FBG apodization. Some methods
were also proposed to suppress resonance excitation of
cladding modes [144, 145], which reduced these losses below
0.1 dB.
One of the factors restricting the bit rate in modern
communication links is the chromatic dispersion of ébres,
which causes broadening and even overlap of laser pulses
carrying information. The group-velocity dispersion in
standard ébres at a wavelength of 1.55 mm is about
17 ps nm 1 km 1 , so that, despite low losses in standard
ébres ( 0:2 dB km 1 ), the data transfer distance for the 40Gbit s 1 transmission does not exceed 10 km. To increase
this distance in operating ébreoptic communication links, it
is necessary to compensate their dispersion.
This can be done by means of a compact ébre element,
namely, a FBG with a variable period (chirped FBG). Such
a grating can introduce a certain time delay between the
spectral components of a pulse (Fig. 14), recovering in this
way the initial pulse shape [17]. To compensate for
dispersion, as a rule, long gratings are required, which
are written through a phase mask. At present high-quality
gratings of length above 1 m are already available [146].
Dispersion above 1000 ps nm 1 achieved in chirped gratings
[147] provides the compensation of the broadening of pulses
in a 50-km standard ébreoptic communication link at a
wavelength of 1.55 mm.
I t
l2
t
l1

I t
l1 < l2
t

Figure 14. Optical scheme of a dispersion compensator based on a
chirped FBG.
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Figure 16. Scheme for stabilisation of semiconductor lasers by means of
a FBG.
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To transfer information over large distances, it is
necessary, along with compensation for the dispersion
broadening of pulses, to amplify the optical signal. For
this purpose, as a rule, 1.55-mm erbium-doped ébre
ampliéers are placed in the communication link through
each 50 ë 100 km. It is clear that to amplify simultaneously
several parallel optical channels, the gain in the spectral
range used should be almost constant. As a rule, its
variations should not exceed a few tenths of decibel.
Unfortunately, the spectral variations of the gain of erbium
ampliéers are much greater, which is determined by many
factors such as the concentration of erbium ions, their local
environment, the wavelength and pump intensity of the
ampliéer, the active ébre length, etc. The use of ébre
gratings makes it possible to modify the gain spectrum
a

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

by smoothing it or to correct undesirable spectral distortions
produced after the signal ampliécation. A detailed review of
applications of ébre gratings for this purpose is presented in
[148]. Note only that the gain spectrum can be êattened by
using FBGs with fringes perpendicular [149] and tilted [150]
to the ébre axis and also LPFGs [54].
Figure 15 illustrates the results of one of the érst papers
where a uniform LPFG was used to êatten the gain
spectrum of an erbium ampliéer [54]. The nonuniformity
of the gain curve less than 1 dB was achieved for the gain
above 30 dB within the spectral band of width 35 nm. The
nonuniformity of the gain obtained at present by means of
spectral élters is better than 0.1 dB within the same spectral
band [148].
FBGs in schemes of diode and ébre lasers. FBGs have
found a number of important applications in semiconductor
and ébre lasers. The use of gratings allows the êexible
tuning of the laser wavelength within the gain band of the
active medium of the laser, provides a stable lasing and a
decrease in the laser linewidth in some cases, etc. [142].
Figure 16 shows one of the possible schemes of using a
FBG as the external resonator of a diode laser. Radiation
from a diode laser is coupled to the ébre core by means of a
lens formed at the ébre end. The Bragg grating written in
the ébre provides feedback at the resonance wavelength lBG .
In particular, the FBG can play the role of a mirror of the
external resonator to provide lasing at a single eigenmode of
the laser diode, whose wavelength lies within the reêection
band of the grating (Fig. 17). To exclude the inêuence of the
own laser resonator, an AR coating is deposited on its
output end facing the ébre.
Depending on the grating parameters and the distance
between the grating and laser crystal, it is possible to obtain
single-frequency or multifrequency lasing [142]. Because the
temperature sensitivity of lBG is approximately an order of
magnitude lower than that of the diode laser wavelength,
such a conéguration allows one to avoid the temperature
stabilisation of a laser diode itself in some applications. The
above-described scheme for stabilising radiation of semiconductor lasers is used for the development of single-mode
pump lasers and light sources in WDM communication
systems (as an alternative to distributed-feedback lasers).
FBGs are widely used to form cavities of ébre lasers
based on ébres doped with rare-earth ions such as erbium,
neodymium, ytterbium, thulium, and holmium. In this case,
gratings can be written directly in the active ébre.

Intensity (arb. units)
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Narrowband single-mode ébre lasers with a relatively
low output power ( 10 mW) are used in laser spectroscopy,
sensors of physical quantities, etc. The lasers of this type
include a laser with a comparatively short resonator (a few
centimetres) formed by two uniform FBGs [151] and a laser
based on a phase-shifted FBG [152].
In the last years high-power double-clad ébre lasers have
been actively developed. A great progress in this direction
has been achieved érst of all due to the development of highpower and reliable semiconductor pump lasers and highquality double-clad ébres.
The typical structure of a double-clad ébre is shown in
Fig. 18. The ébre consists of three layers: single-mode core
( 1 ) co-doped with a rare-earth ion and impurities forming
the refractive index proéle, inner silica cladding ( 2 ), and
outer polymer cladding ( 3 ) with the refractive index lower
than that of silica. The inner silica cladding has a typical
transverse size of 0.1 ë 1 mm, which provides the coupling of
pump radiation from semiconductor sources with output
powers of a few tens of watts. The pump radiation
propagating in the silica cladding is absorbed by active
rare-earth ions producing luminescence, which, in the
presence of a resonator formed by FBG ( 4 ), develops to
lasing localised in the ébre core of diameter 5 ë 10 mm. To
provide the more efécient absorption of pump radiation, the
silica cladding can have a rectangular or D-shaped cross
section [153].
Typical characteristics of a double-clad ytterbium-doped
ébre laser are illustrated in Fig. 19. Figure 19a shows the
luminescence spectrum of the ébre and the laser emission
spectrum appearing in the ébre combined with a pair of
4
3

2

1

20

a


Output power W


Relative intensity dB

Figure 18. Structure of a double-clad ébre laser: ( 1 ) core; ( 2 ) silica glass
cladding; ( 3 ) polymer cladding; (4) FBG.
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matched gratings with the resonance wavelength 1103 nm.
In this case, a highly reêecting FBG (R > 99 %) had a
spectral width of 0.7 nm, while the spectral width of the
output FBG (R  10 %) was 0.3 nm. Due to their broad
luminescence band, ytterbium-doped ébres provide lasing in
a broad spectral range from 1050 to 1150 nm with the slope
eféciency 50 % ë 80 %. Figure 19b shows the dependences of
the output laser power on the pump power at 978 nm for
different lasing wavelengths [154]. One can see, in particular,
that the lasing eféciency decreases away from the luminescence maximum (1.08 ë 1.09 mm), remaining, however, at a
level of 30 % even at a wavelength of 1148 nm.
Double-clad ébre lasers emitting  1 kW are already
available at present [155]. They are used for laser machining
of various materials and also for pumping Raman ébre
lasers [156].
Raman ébre lasers emit high-power (P > 1 W) cw
radiation in a broad spectral range from 1.1 to 2.2 mm
[157]. Both standard and special ébres are used for the
development of efécient Raman ébre lasers. Although the
Raman gain in a glass is comparatively low ( gR 
10 13 m W 1 ), efécient lasers can be developed due to
low losses, a large interaction length, and a high pump
power density ( 1 GW cm 2 ). The maximum of the Raman
band in germanosilicate ébres is located at 440 ë 460 cm 1 ,
whereas a phosphosilicate glass ébre has another intense
band at  1330 cm 1 [158]. The presence of the latter
enables the reduction of the number of cascade Raman
conversions by a factor of three to obtain the required
output emission wavelength. For example, to obtain lasing
at 1480 nm (the pump wavelength of erbium ampliéers)
upon pumping by an ytterbium-doped ébre laser in phosphosilicate ébres, it is sufécient to use two Raman
conversion cascades, whereas in the case of germanosilicate
ébres, 5 ë 6 cascades are required [158, 159].
Figure 20 shows the scheme of a two-cascade Raman
laser based on a phosphosilicate ébre. In this laser, the 1.06mm radiation from an ytterbium-doped ébre laser is
converted to the 1.48-mm radiation by using two subsequent
Raman conversions [159]. To provide the efécient Raman
conversion, two embedded resonators were used (at 1.24
and 1.48 mm) formed by FBGs with the corresponding
resonance wavelengths. The more efécient utilisation of
pump radiation was ensured by using a FBG with the 100 %
reêectance at 1.06 mm at the Raman laser output.
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Figure 19. Characteristics of a cladding-pumped ytterbium-doped ébre laser: the luminescence (dashed curve) and lasing (solid curve) spectra (a) and
dependences of the output power on the pump power for different lasing wavelengths (b).
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Figure 20. Optical scheme of a two-cascade Raman phosphosilicate ébre laser [159].
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Raman phosphosilicate ébre laser.

Note that the emission spectrum of such a Raman laser
contains unabsorbed pump radiation and the  1:24-mm line
corresponding to the intermediate Raman conversion
(Fig. 21a). However, the intensity of these lines in the
properly optimised laser do not exceed 1 % of the output
radiation intensity. Upon pumping by the 5-W, 0.98-mm
radiation, the total eféciency of the Raman laser
P1:48 =P0:98  22 % for the slope eféciency  50 % (Fig. 21b).
FBG sensors of physical quantities. At present FBGs are
considered as one of the most promising sensor elements of
ébreoptic detectors of physical quantities. They offer a
number of advantages such as protection from the action
of external electromagnetic éelds, high sensitivity, reliability,
reproducibility, a wide dynamic range of measurements, the
possibility of spectral and spatial multiplexing of sensitive
elements located in one or several ébres, a large distance to
the place of measurements, a short response time to
variations in the measured quantity, high corrosive and
radiation resistance, small size and weight, and a number of
other advantages.
As mentioned above, the resonance wavelength depends
on the ébre temperature and mechanical and tensile or
compressive stresses applied to the ébre. FBG sensors used
in detectors of physical quantities are based on these
properties [3, 30].
The shift of lBG can be measured by many methods. The
most direct method is measuring the transmission (reêection) spectrum of a grating by using a broadband radiation
source and a spectrum analyser or a narrowband tunable
laser and a photodetector. This method is insensitive to
optical losses, which can appear in the optical system during
measurements, and provides the high measurement accuracy
DlBG . However, it requires rather expensive equipment and
the time response of this method is limited.
The measurement schemes in which the spectral shift of

the resonance wavelength is transformed to a change in the
optical signal incident on a photodetector have a faster
response. The transformation can be performed, for example, by using an additional spectral élter with an inclined
transmission characteristic. In particular, a LPFG can be
employed [160]. The slope of the spectral dependence of the
élter transmission determines the dynamic range and
sensitivity of a ébre sensor.
The methods considered above allow the measurement
of physical quantities at the FBG site. However, it is often
necessary to énd the spatial distribution of the measured
quantity. For this purpose, schemes for multiplexing sensor
elements were developed, in particular, located in one ébre.
These schemes include:
(i) spectral channel multiplexing in which sensor elements are separated in wavelengths;
(ii) the use of optical switches switching one or another
of the sensor elements to the measuring system;
(iii) spatiotemporal multiplexing at which the response
from each of the gratings is detected at different instants;
(iv) combined schemes including several principles of
channel multiplexing listed above.
These schemes for measuring DlBG provide, as a rule,
the accuracy of temperature measurement  0:1 8C and of
the relative elongation of the ébre  10 6 [30].
Note also that practically important problems of separating the action of temperature and deformations on lBG
and simultaneous measurements of these parameters have
been studied in many papers [161].

11. Conclusions
We have shown in our review that photoinduced refractiveindex structures are widely used for the development of
various, including essentially new elements, devices, and
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systems in ébre optics. At present the study of the
photosensitivity of silica glasses and silica ébres, the
fabrication of ébre gratings of different types with different
properties, and applications of these gratings represent an
independent and very important direction in ébre optics.
The unique spectral and dispersion characteristics of ébre
gratings, the permanent development and improvement of
the grating production methods, the increasing knowledge
of fundamental mechanisms of photosensitivity of silica
glasses ë all these allow us to assert with conédence that
interest in ébre gratings and their applications will increase
in the future.
Because it is practically impossible to present even brieêy
all the experimental and theoretical results accumulated in
this éeld, we restricted ourselves to the description and some
generalisation of the most important, in our opinion, results,
methods, and approaches existing at present. A more
detailed description of the results concerning speciéc problems can be found in original papers presented in references.
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